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ABSTRACT
We propose a VC-1 to H.264/AVC intra transcoding
method. This method uses the encoding information from
a VC-1 stream and keeps as many DCT coefficients of the
original VC-1 bitstream as possible. Experimental results
show that the proposed method improves PSNR by about
0.44-1.34 dB compared with a conventional method.
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1 Introduction

Recently, it has become important to re-compress video
contents to decrease bitstream size by using a higher per-
formance encoding tool such as H.264[2]. In this decade,
a number of video transcoding studies have been reported
[5, 6, 7] that aim to reduce the H.264 encoding time, which
is several times larger than that of old compression tools,
such as MPEG-2[1] and VC-1[3]. For example, [8, 9]
have reported that the use of an MPEG-2 motion vector
and compression mode information helps to reduce the pro-
cessing time of H.264 re-encoding. A direct mathematical
matrix conversion from the 8x8 real DCT of MPEG-2 to
the 4x4 integer DCT of H.264 has also been reported[10].
However, the image quality obtained with these approaches
becomes lower than that of conventional approaches using
a directly connected MPEG-2 or VC-1 decoder and H.264
encoder.

We have focused on the fact that all decisions of the
first encoding procedure are repeated during the transcod-
ing procedure to reduce re-quantization noise[4], where
”all decisions” means decisions on picture type, mac-
roblock type, motion vectors, DCT type, and so on. This
noise suppression mechanism is effective when the com-
pression standards of the first and second encoding are
identical, such as for MPEG-2/MPEG-2 or H.264/H.264
conversion. We have tried to expand this approach to ap-
ply it to MPEG-2/H.264 transcoding for progressive bit-
streams[11, 12], because the image quality obtained with
this approach may become higher than that of conventional
method mentioned above. This paper reports our attempt
to apply this noise suppression mechanism to VC-1 intra

bit-streams. First, we discuss the noise suppression mech-
anism for progressive bit-streams. Next, we show the dif-
ferences between the VC-1 and H.264/AVC standards, ana-
lyze how they affect the noise reduction, and propose a VC-
1 to H.264/AVC transcoding method. Finally, we describe
simulation results we obtained and compare the transcod-
ing noises generated by our method and a conventional
method.

2 Noise reduction mechanism using first en-
coding information

Data flow examples of transcoding with and without first
VC-1 encoding information are shown in Fig. 1. The data
flow of Enc1→Dec1→Enc2→Dec2 is with encoding in-
formation, and that of Enc1→Dec1→Enc3→Dec3 is with-
out it. For simplicity, the macro-block (MB) size is 2x2.
In the first VC-1 encoding, an input MB that includes the
pixel values (A, B, C, and D) is processed by intra predic-
tion and orthogonal transformation. Then, the transformed
DCT coefficients (43, 31, 24, and 13) are quantized by a
quantization step∆=10. The quantized DCT coefficients
(4, 3, 2, and 1) are converted to bitstream#1 by variable
length coding (VLC). The quantization from (43, 31, 24,
and 13) to (4, 3, 2, and 1) adds quantization noise so that
the decoded MB pixels (a, b, c, and d) differ from the input
MB pixels (A, B, C, and D). Until this point, transcoding
both with and without encoding information does the same
work.

In the transcoding without encoding information,
Enc3 searches the best motion vector to minimize motion
estimation error (p’, q’, r’, and s’). If the motion search
performance of Enc3 is higher than that of Enc1, Enc3 can
reduce its motion estimation error (p’, q’, r’, and s’) com-
pared with Enc1’s motion estimation error (A’, B’, C’, and
D’). In the same way, if the orthogonal transformation per-
formance of Enc3 is higher than that of Enc1, Enc3 can
reduce the size of bitstream#3 compared with that of bit-
stream#1. However, the re-quantization noise occurs when
DCT coefficients (34, 33, 14, and 4) are quantized to (3, 3,
1, and 0). In short, Enc3 adds re-quantization noise even
if the bitstream becomes smaller. On the other hand, in the
transcoding with encoding information, every type of en-
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Figure 1. Transcoding with and without first VC-1 encod-
ing information

coding information, such as MB type, motion vector, DCT
mode, and quantization step, is re-used in Enc2. This re-use
of encoding information does not produce any significant
difference between motion compensation errors of the first
encoding and those of the second encoding, nor does it pro-
duce any notable difference between the DCT coefficients
of the two encodings. This means that the re-quantization
noise added in the second encoding phase is almost zero.
As a result, the same motion estimation error and the same
DCT quantization coefficients are obtained. Unfortunately,
there is no bit reduction because the sizes of bitstream#1
and #2 are almost the same when these encodings make use
of the same compression tool. But transcoding using dif-
ferent compression tools, such as VC-1 to H.264 transcod-
ing, may reduce the bitstream size because the performance
of H.264’s entropy coding (CABAC) is higher than that of
VC-1’s entropy coding (VLC).

3 Differences between VC-1 and H.264

As depicted in Fig. 1, there is a close resemblance between
the decoded images of the first and second decoders when
the compression standards of the first and second encod-
ings are exactly the same. To re-enact the effect of this
noise reduction mechanism, we must control H.264 behav-
ior to imitate VC-1 behavior as much as possible when the

Table 1. Major differences between VC-1 and H.264 for
intra encoding

VC-1 H.264 H.264
re-enact

Intra prediction 8x8 4x4 OK
block size 8x8
Direction left 8 directions
of intra up without ?

prediction no-pred. no-pred.
Orthogonal unique integer ?

transformation DCT
Size of orthogonal 8x8 8x8(*1) OK

transformation 4x4
Specification of no yes(*1) OK

quantization matrix
Interval of linear logarithmic ?

quantization step
Deadzone in yes/no no ?
quantization (*2)

(*1): only high-profile
(*2): depends on encoder setting

first encoder is VC-1 and the second encoder is H.264. The
two encoders are similar but are not upper compatible. The
differences between them are listed in Table 1. The ”ok”
means that H.264 can recreate the same VC-1 function in
the table. The ”?” means that H.264 can process the func-
tion only in a similar but not identical way that VC-1 does.
The following four functions are not exactly the same be-
tween VC-1 and H.264, and are not investigated: (1) Intra
prediction, (2) Available quantization step, (3) Orthogonal
transformation, (4) Quantization with and without dead-
zone. In the next section, we describe these differences
in detail and show a way to overcome them.

3.1 Intra prediction

There are three intra prediction modes, including the no
prediction mode, in the VC-1 specification. Adjoining pix-
els in the upper or left blocks are referred to in this predic-
tion. H.264 has eight prediction angles to increase com-
pression efficiency. The two prediction modes (mode=up
and mode=left) in VC-1 can be converted to the mode=0
and mode=1 in H.264, as shown in Fig.2. But it is impos-
sible to exactly equalize the VC-1 and H.264 intra blocks
when VC-1 selects the no prediction mode because H.264
does not have this mode. The best way to imitate this mode
is to use the DC prediction mode in H.264. If this is used,
the orthogonal transformation will change only the DC co-
efficient. None of the coefficients except the DC one are
affected by the difference between the VC-1 and H.264
predictions. Intra prediction mode mapping from VC-1 to
H.264 is shown in Table2.
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Table 2. Intra prediction mode mapping from VC-1 to
H.264

VC-1 prediction mode H.264 prediction mode
Up 0
Left 1

No prediction 2 (DC)

3.2 Available quantization step size

The derivation manner from the quantization code to the
quantization step in VC-1 is similar to that of MPEG-
2 when the parameterq scale type is equal to zero in
MPEG-2. The quantization step equals the quantization
code in MPEG-2. The quantization step equals twice the
quantization code in VC-1. Additionally, VC-1 can also
use the quantization steps, (3, 5, 7, .. , 15 , 17 ) using its 1bit
parameter,HALFQP , which increases the quantization step

Table 3. Available∆ in VC-1 and in H.264

∆ H.264 VC-1 ∆ H.264 VC-1
0.625 O - 20 O O
0.6875 O - 22 O O
0.8125 O - 24 - O
0.875 O - 26 O O
1 O - 28 O O
1.125 O - 30 - O
1.25 O - 32 O O
1.375 O - 34 - O
1.625 O - 36 O O
1.75 O - 38 - O
2 O O 40 O O
2.25 O - 42 - O
2.5 O - 44 O O
2.75 O - 46 - O
3 - O 48 - O
3.25 O - 50 - O
3.5 O - 52 O O
4 O O 54 - O
4.5 O - 56 O O
5 O O 58 - O
5.5 O - 60 - O
6 - O 62 - O
6.5 O - 64 O -
7 O O 72 O -
8 O O 80 O -
9 O O 88 O -
10 O O 104 O -
11 O O 112 O -
12 - O 128 O -
13 O O 144 O -
14 O O 160 O -
15 - O 176 O -
16 O O 208 O -
17 - O 224 O -
18 O O - - -

by one. Thus, there are 39 available quantization steps in
VC-1. In contrast, there are 51 available quantization steps
in H.264. The minimum value is 0.625 and the maximum
value is 224. The ratio of the two proceeding quantization
steps is an almost constant value in H.264.

Available quantization steps in VC-1 and in H.264 are
shown in Table3.∆ value of ”O” means there is availabil-
ity. There are 14 cases in which VC-1 can specify∆ and
H.264 can not. In these cases, the nearest quantization step
of H.264 is used in place of that of VC-1. The ratio dif-
ference between the VC-1 and H.264 quantization steps is
from 3.2% to 8.3%. The negative effects caused by this
difference will be described in detail in Section 5.2. The
amount of this difference is within the acceptable level.

3.3 Orthogonal transformation

In VC-1 intra compression, the orthogonal transformation
which has 8x8 size is used. The transformation, and the
quantization and de-quantization, are given in the following
Eqs. (1) and (2) :

Y = (V · X · V t) ◦ N (1)

Yd = Dequantvc1 ( Quantvc1 (Y )) (2)

The inverse orthogonal transformation in VC-1 is described
in Eqs. (3) and (4):

E = (Yd · V + 4) >> 3 (3)

X̂ = V t · E + C8 · 18 (4)

whereX is the input image,Y is the transformed coeffi-
cient, N is the normalization matrix, the operator “V t ”
represents a transposition of matrixV , the operator “>>”
represents an arithmetic right shift performed by entry-
wiseon a matrix, the operator “·” represents matrix mul-
tiplication, the operator “◦” is a component-wise multipli-
cation,Yd is the de-quantized transformed coefficient that
was quantized,X̂ is the decoded image,V is the trans-
fer matrix, Dequantvc1() andQuantvc1() are the quan-
tization and de-quantization functions of VC-1,V t is the
transposed matrix ofV , E is an intermediate matrix,C8 =
(0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1)t , and18 is an eight length row vector
of ones. The (i,j) component ofV is described in Eq.5 as
follows:

V =


12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
16 15 9 4 −4 −9 −15 −16
16 6 −6 −16 −16 −6 7 16
15 −4 −16 −9 9 16 4 −15
12 −12 −12 12 12 −12 −12 12
9 −16 4 15 −15 −4 16 −9
6 −16 16 −6 −6 16 −16 6
4 −9 15 −16 16 −15 9 −4

 (5)

The (i,j) component ofV is described as follows:

Nij = cjc
t
i

where c=
(

8
288

8
289

8
292

8
289

8
288

8
289

8
292

)
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In H.264, if we assume thatZ is the integer DCT out-
put andH is the integer DCT matrix,DequantH264()
andQuantH264() are the quantization and de-quantization
functions of H.264, andZd is the de-quantized integer DCT
coefficient that was quantized. Then the integer DCT, the
quantization and de-quantization, and the inverse integer
DCT are described in Eqs. (6), (7), (8) below:

Z = HXHt (6)

Zd = DequantH264 ( QuantH264 (Z)) (7)

X̂ = HtZdH (8)

H with N=4 is shown in Eq. (9).

H =


1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2√

2
5

√
1
10 −

√
1
10 −

√
2
5

1
2 −1

2 −1
2

1
2√

1
10 −

√
2
5

√
2
5 −

√
1
10

 (9)

H with N=8 is shown in Eq.(10).

H =
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where a =

√
1
8

, b =

√
1
5

, c =

√
32
289

(10)

To compare the 64 components ofY andZ, an ex-
ample image is processed by two consecutive stages using
mathematical operations. In the first stage, the image is
processed by the VC-1’s transformation , the quantization
and de-quantization, and the VC-1’s inverse transformation
in Eq.(1) - Eq(4). In the second stage, the output image of
the first stage is processed by following the different func-
tions.

1. VC1-Trans/quantize/de-quantize/VC1-InverseTrans
(Eq.1-Eq.4, PSNR is shown in Fig. 3)

2. 4x4int-DCT/quantize/de-quantize/4x4int-IDCT
(Eq.6-8 with N=4 . PSNR is shown in Fig. 4)

3. 8x8int-DCT/quantize/de-quantize/8x8int-IDCT
(Eq.6-8 with N=8 . PSNR is shown in Fig. 5)

In the second stage, the quantization and de-
quantization use the same quantization step used in the first
stage. The quantization and de-quantization without dead-
zone are used because only the difference between the or-
thogonal transformations of VC-1 and H.264 reflects the
PSNR results. From Fig. 3 to Fig. 5, A means the input
image, B means the decoding image of the first encoding,
C means the decoding image of the second encoding, and
PSNR (A, B) means the PSNR value between A and B. Fig-
ure 3 shows that PSNR (A, B) equals PSNR (A, C). This
indicates that the repetition of orthogonal transformations
of VC-1 does not decrease the PSNR, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2. We omitted PSNR (B, C) from Fig. 3 because the
re-quantization noise showed the lowest value and PSNR
(B, C) rose to over 100 dB. When the second encoding is
the 4x4 integer DCT of H.264 (Eq.(6) - Eq.(8), N=4), the
PSNR (A, B) is slightly higher than the PSNR (B, C) shown
in Fig.4, because the amount of quantization noise of the

re-encoding (H=8x8) re-encoding(H=4x4) re-encoding
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second encoding is slightly lower than that of the first en-
coding. This indicates there is a slight similarity between
the VC-1’s 8x8 transform matrix and the H.264’s 4x4 trans-
form matrix. The final PSNR (A, C) is lower than PSNR
(A, B) by nearly 3 dB because the similarity is not large.
On the other hand, when the second encoding is the 8x8
integer DCT of H.264 (Eq. (6) - Eq. (8),N=8), PSNR (A,
B) < PSNR (B, C) and the difference becomes larger as∆
becomes larger, as shown in Fig. 3. This indicates there
is a large similarity between the VC-1’s 8x8 transform ma-
trix and the H.264’s 8x8 transform matrix. Figure. 5 also
shows that a large∆ decreases the PSNR reduction caused
by the difference between the VC-1’s 8x8 transformation
and the H.264’s 8x8 transformation. The differences be-
tween PSNR (A, B) and PSNR (A, C) are (1.2, 1.2, 1.0,
0.8, and 0.3) when∆ = (2, 4, 8, 16, and 32).

3.4 Quantization

For intra MB quantization, VC-1 can use the two different
quantization modes shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6 (a) shows
a non-uniform quantization and Fig. 6 (b) shows a uni-
form quantization. Xi means quanization output andbi

means quanization bin. If the input is inbi, the quantized
output equalsXi. In a uniform quantization, the size of
quanization bin is constant. In a non-uniform quantiza-
tion, the size ofb0 is larger than that of the others. The
non-uniform quantization decreases the bit-stream size be-
cause it increases the number ofX0. The uniform quan-
tization enables accurate quantization, so it is suitable for
high bitrate encoding. H.264 uses only uniform quantiza-
tion that has no deadzone. The noise reduction effect, men-
tioned in Section.2, decreases when VC-1 selects the non-
uniform quantization. Although the VC-1 specification al-
lows the use of these two quantization modes in the same
intra picture, most VC-1 bit-streams are quantized using
the uniform quantization because the intra picture needs to
be more accurate in terms of encoding quality than the in-
ter picture. The negative effects caused by this uniformity
difference between the first VC-1 encoding and the second
H.264 re-encoding will be described in detail in Section 5.
The amount of this difference is within the acceptable level.

4 Proposed Method

The proposed VC-1 to H.264 conversion rules are listed in
Table 4. The H.264 high profile enables the use of an 8x8
integer DCT that has the same orthogonal transformation
size as that of VC-1. All coefficients of the H.264 quanti-
zation matrix are set to sixteen to equalize the flat VC-1’s
quantization characteristics. The proposed method chooses
the H.264’s quantization step whose value is nearest to that
of the VC-1’s quantization step. The intra prediction mode
is set to the DC mode to imitate the VC-1 standard. The
H.264 standard can select one of the intra MB modes from
among I4x4, I8x8, and I16x16 and each DCT matrix size

0 10 20 30-10-20-30

X0 X1 X2X -2 X -1

0 10 20 30-10-20-30

X0 X1 X2

(a)

(b) Quantization
binb0b-1 b1 b2b-2

b0b-1 b1 b2b-2

Input

Input

Quantized
output

Quantized
output

Quantization
bin

= 0 = 15 = 25= -25 = -15

= 0 = 10 = 20X -2= -20 X -1 = -10

Figure 6. Examples of uniform and non-uniform

Table 4. Proposed VC-1/H.264 intra transcoding rule

VC-1 H.264
Profile simple/main/ high

advance
Intra up 0
prediction left 1

no pred. 2(DC)
MB type intra I8x8
Encoder flag setting - transform size flag

= 1
Quantization matrix - flat matrix
Quantization step - nearest to VC-1’s step

is either 4x4, 8x8, or 4x4. The proposed method uses only
the I8x8 mode because its DCT matrix size is the same as
that of VC-1.

5 Simulation

5.1 Conditions

We used experimental simulation to compare our proposed
method with a conventional method. The conventional
method we used is the ordinary VC-1/H.264 transcoding
method. It does not re-use the first encoding information,
and but does intra MB mode selection. The VC-1 sam-
ple program[14] was used for first encoding under the fol-
lowing conditions: The quantization step∆ was fixed in
the picture. VC-1 encoding was done twice for all sim-
ulations using uniform and non-uniform quantization. We
modified the VC-1 decoder in ffmpeg[15] to extract the first
VC-1 encoding information from the VC-1 bitstream. The
jm12.1 was used for the conventional second H.264 encod-
ing under the following conditions: The profile was high-
profile, the RD optimization was off, the UseHadamrd was
on, and the quantization matrix was the H.264 default set-
ting matrix. The conventional second encoding had no re-
strictions with regard to selecting MB mode and intra pre-
diction mode, so its output bit-streams included the all-MB

quantization
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Figure 8. PSNR of proposed method and conventional method when VC-1 uses non-uniform quantization

mode and DC prediction, and also included all available
DCT sizes. We used the modified jm12.1, which can input
the first encoding information, for our proposed transcod-
ing method. The quantization step∆ was fixed for the sim-
ulations of both the conventional and proposed methods.

5.2 Results for VC-1 bitstreams encoded by uniform
quantization

The PSNR of transcoding from input VC-1 bitstreams en-
coded using uniform quantization to H.264 bitstreams are
shown in Fig.7(a)-7(c). The solid line indicates the pro-
posed method and the dotted line indicates the conventional

method. The quantization step of the first encoding,∆1,
was set to 8, 16, or 26. That of the second encoding,∆2,
varied from 0.625 to 52. The x-axis means PSNR and the y-
axis means picture bits. When input streams were encoded
using uniform quantization, Fig. 7 shows that the proposed
method showed two peaks when∆2=∆1 and∆2=0.5∆1.
At these points, the PSNR of the proposed method was
higher than that of the conventional method from about
0.98-1.28 dB. The PSNR of the proposed method drops
when0.5∆1 < ∆2 < ∆1 and∆1 < ∆2 < 2.0∆1. This
PSNR drop is similar to that reported in MPEG-2/MPEG-2
transcoding. Figure 7(a)-(c) shows that the PSNR of the
proposed method is always higher than that of the conven-
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Table 5. Comp. ratio and PSNR of proposed method when VC-1 used uniform quantization

InputVC-1 Proposedtranscoder Conv. PSNR

Image ∆ PSNR MB size MB size comp. PSNR PSNR diff.
(dB) (kB) (kB) ratio (dB) (dB) (dB)

Cheer 8 37.28 84.9 82.00 0.966 36.44 35.29 1.16
Leader 16 32.77 49.6 45.30 0.914 32.24 30.96 1.28

26 29.91 31.8 29.44 0.925 29.20 28.22 0.98

8 36.99 79.7 72.66 0.911 36.20 35.14 1.05
Bus 16 32.26 47.3 39.90 0.844 31.80 30.84 0.96

26 29.30 28.1 24.15 0.861 28.76 28.19 0.56

Mobile 8 35.96 124.6 120.64 0.968 34.71 33.86 0.85
and 16 30.75 77.7 72.47 0.933 30.10 28.76 1.34
Calendar 26 27.44 51.1 48.01 0.939 26.75 25.72 1.03

Table 6. Comp. ratio and PSNR of proposed method when VC-1 used non-uniform quantization

InputVC-1 Proposedtranscoder Conv. PSNR

image ∆ PSNR MB size MB size comp. PSNR PSNR diff.
(dB) (kB) (kB) ratio (dB) (dB) (dB)

Cheer 8 35.45 68.6 61.30 0.893 34.31 33.42 0.89
Leader 16 31.01 38.4 33.02 0.859 30.21 29.25 0.97

26 28.17 23.8 20.77 0.872 27.54 26.70 0.84

8 35.01 65.0 53.98 0.830 34.01 33.26 0.75
Bus 16 30.29 35.5 27.26 0.768 29.67 29.15 0.52

26 27.53 19.7 15.43 0.782 27.06 26.62 0.44

Mobile 8 34.05 105.2 94.05 0.894 32.54 31.75 0.79
and 16 28.71 61.2 53.63 0.877 27.85 26.82 1.03
Calendar 26 25.41 36.9 33.29 0.902 24.86 23.96 0.91

tional method. As∆2 becomes smaller, the PSNR im-
provement of the proposed method decreases because the
noise reduction effect mentioned in Section 2 maximizes
when∆1 = ∆2. As we mentioned in Sec.3.2, if the first
encoding VC-1 uses the quantization step∆1 that is not
allowed in H.264, an approximate quantization step must
be used in H.264 transcoding. However, the difference
between the true value and the approximation value is as
high as 8.3%. The range in which the proposed method
is superior to the conventional method exceeds this 8.3%
error in Fig.7(a) - (c). This indicates that the proposed
method is superior to the conventional method even if the
approximate quantization step is used in H.264 transcod-
ing. The compression ratio and PSNR of the proposed
method when the quantization step∆2 is equal to∆1 are
listed in Table 5. The conventional PSNR column is the in-
terpolation value when the conventional method generates
the same bitstream in terms of size. These interpolation
values were calculated using the simulation results of the
conventional method. The PSNR of the proposed method
is about 0.56-1.34 dB better than that of the conventional
method when the quantization step∆2 is equal to∆1. The
re-compression ratio of the H.264 bitstream size to the VC-
1 bitstream size ranges from 0.844 to 0.968.

5.3 Results for VC-1 bitstreams encoded using non-
uniform quantization

The PSNR values of transcoding from input VC-1 bit-
streams encoded using non-uniform non-quantization to
H.264 bitstreams are shown in Fig.8(a)-8(c). When the
first VC-1 encoding is done by non-uniform quantization,
the PSNR improvement is less than that obtained with uni-
form quantization. Figure 8 shows the PSNR values ob-
tained with the proposed method when∆2=θ∆1 (θ=1.1-
1.3) . This shift in the optimum∆2 was generated by the
difference between the quantization uniformities of VC-1
and H.264. This phenomenon was also reported in MPEG-
2/H.264 inter transcoding research [13]. Despite the differ-
ence in quantization uniformity, Fig.8(a)-(c) shows that the
PSNR of the proposed method is always higher than that of
the conventional method. The compression ratio and PSNR
of the proposed method when the quantization step∆2 is
equal to1.2∆1 are listed in Table.6. At these shifted points,
the PSNR of the proposed method is higher than that of the
conventional method from about 0.44-1.03 dB.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a re-quantization noise reduction method for
VC-1 to H.264 intra transcoding. This method uses encod-
ing information from the VC-1 stream and keeps as many
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DCT coefficients of the original VC-1 bitstream as possi-
ble. We analyzed the difference between VC-1 and H.264
regarding the intra prediction and quantization steps and or-
thogonal transformation to reduce the re-quantization noise
in H.264. Experimental results showed that the proposed
method improves PSNR by about 0.44-1.34 dB compared
with the conventional method. The advantages of the pro-
posed method are that it not only results in high PSNR but
also that it does not require complex calculation to select
an MB mode and an intra prediction mode.
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